
IMPROVING IVF OUTCOMES  
THROUGH GENETIC SCREENING 

A Guide to Preimplantation Genetic Screening (PGS)
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WHAT IS PGS?

PGS, or preimplantation genetic screening, is a genetic  
test designed to improve the success rates of in vitro  
fertilization (IVF). 

IVF outcomes are impacted by a number of factors including  
a woman’s age, fertility diagnosis, number of embryos produced, 
and embryo quality. PGS provides important information about 
the chromosomal health of embryos before transfer so that we can 
select the embryo most likely to lead to a successful pregnancy.
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WHY ARE CHROMOSOMES IMPORTANT?

Chromosomes are structures that contain our genetic  
material, which provides the instructions needed for growth  
and development. Chromosomes come in pairs, and healthy 
people and healthy embryos typically have 23 pairs of  
chromosomes within their cells. Embryos with the incorrect  
number of chromosomes can result in failed pregnancies  
or children born with genetic disease.
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WHAT INFORMATION DOES PGS PROVIDE?

PGS provides information about each embryo’s chromosomal 
health, so the healthiest embryo can be selected for transfer.  
Embryos can be categorized in three ways based on their  
chromosomal health – euploid, aneuploid, or mosaic.

NUMBER OF  
CHROMOSOMES  

PER CELL
Normal Abnormal

Mixed  
(some normal & 
some abnormal)

LIKELIHOOD OF  
PRODUCING  

A SUCCESSFUL  
PREGNANCY

High
Very  

unlikely
Low, but  
possible

RECOMMENDED  
FOR TRANSFER Yes No

No; provider may 
consider transfer  

if no euploid  
embryos available

We offer PGS using cutting-edge high-resolution Next  
Generation Sequencing (hr-NGS) technology. hr-NGS is  
the most advanced embryo screening technology available,  
providing the most complete picture of chromosomal health.

WHO CAN BENEFIT FROM PGS?

PGS is appropriate for the majority of IVF patients.

All women are at risk of producing chromosomally abnormal 
embryos. As a woman ages, the potential for chromosomally 
abnormal embryos significantly increases, regardless of the  
number of embryos produced. 

PGS can help women of all ages increase their chances of a  
successful pregnancy.
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HOW DOES PGS IMPROVE OUTCOMES?

PGS has been shown to have multiple benefits including:1

 Confident single embryo  
transfer thus avoiding  
the complications of a  

multiple pregnancy

 Reduced risk of miscarriage, 
given the majority of  

miscarriages result from  
chromosome abnormalities

Higher chance of embryo  
implantation and therefore 

pregnancy success

 Reduced time to pregnancy 
meaning fewer IVF cycles
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THE PGS PROCESS PGS RESULTS

For each sample tested, there are three possible results:

NORMAL 
These embryos are euploid and recommended  
for transfer

ABNORMAL 
These embryos are aneuploid or have another  
type of chromosome abnormality and are not  
recommended for transfer

MOSAIC 
These embryos contain both euploid and  
aneuploid cells and providers may consider them 
for transfer if no normal embryos are available

3. REPORTING

After the chromosomal health of each sample has been  
assessed, results will be released to the IVF center. With this  
information, the fertility care team can select the embryo with 
the greatest potential for producing a successful pregnancy.

2. PGS

The samples from each embryo are placed in a uniquely  
identified tube and sent to the laboratory for analysis using  

hr-NGS. The embryo(s) remain safe at the IVF center.

1. IVF & EMBRYO BIOPSY

IVF is performed and resulting embryos are incubated.  
About 5-7 days after fertilization, an embryologist will remove  

a few cells from the portion of the embryo that will form the 
placenta. This process has not been shown to harm the embryo. 

Our partner laboratories have a team of expert genetic  
counselors who are available to you throughout the PGS process.
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NOTESTHE LEADERS IN PGS

Our partner laboratories are the most experienced  
preimplantation genetic testing labs worldwide. Their integrated 
team of coordinators, genetic counselors, and scientists promise 
to deliver information, guidance, and support through the  
journey towards a healthy family.

  
Pioneers and founders of preimplantation  
genetic testing

 
100,000+ procedures performed

   
Driving innovative research to transform  
the future of embryo screening

   
Expert genetic counseling to support you  
every step of the way
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www.coopergenomics.com 
info@coopergenomics.com

Testing is performed by Reprogenetics, Recombine, Genesis Genetics,  
or other clinical laboratories affiliated with CooperGenomics.
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